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THE first duplex and the all-over open-mesh cotton

fabrics were manufactured in the laboratory of

the Textile School of the North Carolina State Col-

lege of Agriculture and Engineering, where research

in fabric designing and processing is being conducted
in cooperation with the Bureau of Agricultural Eco-
nomics. Thanks are due J. J. Brown, in charge of

this cooperative work, for his services in the develop-

ment and weaving of these experimental fabrics;

Thomas Nelson, dean of the Textile School, and
other faculty members of that institution for their

cooperation; and C. S. Tatum, manager of the Pilot

Mills, Baleigh, N.C., for helpful suggestions and for

dyeing and finishing the fabrics.

Washington, D.C. Issued November 1933



COTTON BAGS AS CONSUMER PACKAGES FOR
FARM PRODUCTS

By R. J. Cheatham, senior cotton technologist, and John T. Wigington,
cotton technologist, Division of Cotton Marketing, Bureau of Agricultural
Economics

Shipment of commodities in consumer-package form is increasing
rapidly, and cotton bags are playing an important part in the devel-
opment of this new method of merchandising. Selling farm prod-
ucts at retail in cotton bags of convenient size for consumers is

helping to solve problems of merchandising fruits and vegetables.
This benefits materially the growers of these products and, at the
same time, opens a new and important outlet for the product of the
cotton farmer.
One of the greatest opportunities to increase the use of American

cotton lies in the field of consumer packaging of farm products. In
1928 the new-uses section of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
in a report on the use of cotton bags and other containers in the
wholesale grocery trade, pointed out the advantages of the cotton
bag for retail packaging of fruits and other farm products. Devel-
opments in this field during the last few years have confirmed the
soundness of this belief. For example, the consumer packaging of
potatoes alone used more than 10 million cotton bags in 1932, as

compared with approximately one half million bags in 1928.

Potato growers and shippers in the West in 1926 conceived the
idea of marketing their crop in consumer-sized packages. Since
products received in bulk and packaged by the retailer lose their

trade-mark identity, certain shippers hoped through the use of the

smaller package to retain their trade marks and to establish a demand
for high-quality fruits and vegetables. Small bags made from bur-
lap, cotton, and paper, as well as cardboard and wooden boxes,

have been used for this purpose.

COTTON BAGS FOUND SATISFACTORY

The use of various types of consumer packages for marketing
farm products has shown that cotton bags are one of the most
satisfactory containers. Cotton bags make attractive packages ; they
supply a suitable surface for brand names and make possible effec-

tive advertising; they are durable and little affected by moisture;

they represent minimum tare weight ; and they have a high salvage

value.

Producers, shippers, wholesalers, and retailers recognize the first

three of these advantages of cotton bags. They realize that offering-

farm products for sale in branded packages assists every factor in the

marketing chain from producer to consumer.
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Large producers and shippers saw in the small cotton bag a con-

sumer package that represented minimum tare weight. This is an
important factor, for in the aggregate it represents large savings
in freight charges. The strength and durability of small cotton

bags allow shipments to be made without loss from breakage, elimi-

nating expense of repacking and rehandling. Thus potatoes,

oranges, and other agricultural products can be graded and pack-
aged by the producer and shipped safely and conveniently in the

identical packages in which they will later be offered to the in-

dividual consumer. Their use for oranges effects considerable econo-

mies also in costs for labor in packing. Approximately 5 units

(boxes) can be put in bags
in the time required to

wrap and pack 2 units in

wooden boxes. Consider-
able savings are also pos-

sible in. freight charges,

since more than 4,000 addi-

tional pounds (55 boxes)
of oranges can be put into

a car when packaged in

bags.

Wholesale and retail dis-

tributors, and particularly

retail grocers, appreciate

the improved appearance
when products are dis-

played in small cottonbags.
Other important advan-
tages are convenience in

storing and handling, sav-

ing of time otherwise re-

quired for packaging, sav-

ings of clerks' time in mak-
ing sales, and a tendency
toward increased sales in

some instances through in-

creasing the unit of sale.

The small cotton bag appeals to the housewife, an ultimate con-

sumer, because the trade mark or brand name enables her to identify

products with which she has had previous experience. This tends

to insure a continuous market if the potatoes, onions, and other farm
products are of high grade. The housewife appreciates the con-

venience of the consumer-size bag for storing these products in her
own home, and she finds that many useful household articles can
be made from the cloth in these bags.

The effectiveness of the cotton bag for packaging potatoes in small
quantities is illustrated in figure 1. The package is attractive and
the trade mark or brand name shows well. Potatoes packaged in this

way are moved from producer to retailer in car-lot shipments, sav-

ing time and expense for the retailer (fig. 2). It is estimated that
more than 15,000 carloads of potatoes have been shipped in this

\

Figure 1.—Potatoes packaged in 10-pound cotton
bags ready for sale to consumer.
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type of container since it was first introduced in 1926, requiring
the use of approximately 27 million bags.

THREE SIZES ARE IN USE

Three sizes of consumer bags are in general use for potatoes

—

carrying 10, 15, and 25 pounds. In 1930 the 25-pound bag was the
most popular, accounting for more than 57 percent of the consumer-
size bags in use ; by 1931, the use of the 15-pound bag had greatly
increased, accounting for almost 66 percent, and this was the most
popular size in 1932. The figures for these 3 years show a marked
increase in the use of the 10-pound bag.
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Figure 2. -Potatoes packaged in 10-pound cotton bags go from producer to wholesaler in
car-lot shipments.

Textile-bag manufacturers who supplied the small cotton bags
have been keenly interested in this new method of merchandising
and have cooperated whole-heartedly with producers and shippers.
The bags were made from a closely woven fabric and immediately
met with favor among producers, shippers, wholesalers, and con-
sumers; but it was believed among the trade that, if a cotton bag
could be made that would allow for inspection of the contents and,
at the same time, furnish a suitable surface for branding, such a
container would aid materially in furthering the use of cotton bags
for packaging farm products.

OPEN-MESH FABRICS DEVELOPED

With this idea in mind, textile-bag manufacturers made an effort

to supply this new type by sewing an open-mesh fabric and a close-

mesh fabric into one bag. Sample bags were approved by the trade,

but the manufacturers experienced considerable difficulty in sewing



the two fabrics into a bag and, after much experimentation, decided
that this method was neither economical nor practical. Then one of
the authors suggested weaving the open-mesh and the close-mesh
sections in a single piece of cloth.

As the bag manufacturers believed it would be both economical
and practical to make a bag from such a fabric, the new-uses section
of the Division of Cotton Marketing of this Bureau, in cooperation
with the textile school of the North Carolina State College of
Agriculture and Engineering, developed a duplex cotton fabric that
is so designed and woven that it contains, in one piece, two close-

mesh sections and one open-mesh section, with one of the close-mesh
sections adjacent to the selvage on the open-mesh side, to strengthen
the seam in sewing (fig. 3).

Figure 3.—Duplex cotton fabric—open-mesh and close-mesh woven in one piece.

Bags manufactured from this material are now used for packaging
such commodities as onions, potatoes, and walnuts (fig. 4). The
cotton bag made from this duplex fabric is growing in popularity
with the trade, for it makes an attractive package and allows the
consumer to inspect the product as to size and quality. The close-

mesh side furnishes a suitable surface for effectively advertisin

brand.

MILLIONS ARE IN USE

g the

The popularity of this new duplex cotton bag is evidenced by the
fact that more than 2,000,000 bags have been used since its introduc-
tion less than 2 years ago. Of these, more than 1.000,000 were used
for potatoes, approximately 500,000 for walnuts, and more than
500,000 for onions.

Potatoes have been shipped in considerable quantities in these bags
from Idaho, Maine, and New York, and from other States in lesser

quantities (fig. 5).

Later, work was started on all-over open-mesh cotton fabrics suit-

able for consumer packaging of citrus fruits and nuts, and the fabric

shown in figure 6 was developed. Bags made from cotton fabrics

similar in construction are coining to be popular for packaging
carrots, citrus fruits, and nuts.
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Figure 4.—Walnuts, onions, and potatoes packaged in cotton bags made from the duplex
fabric. The open-mesh side provides for inspection and ventilation ; the close-mesh side
carries the brand name or trade mark.

Figure 5.—Car-lot shipment of potatoes in consumer packages made from' the duph
cotton fabric shown in figure 3.
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The all-over open-mesh cotton bag for packaging citrus fruit allows
the greatest possible visibility, making it possible for the housewife
or consumer to inspect the fruit as to size, color, and quality (fig. 7).
A portion of a car-lot shipment of oranges packaged in small open-
mesh cotton bags is shown in figure 8.
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Figuee 6.—All-over open-mesh cotton fabric suitable for packaging carrots, citrus fruit-
and nuts.

Figure 7.—Oranges packaged in open-mesli cotton bags. Open-mesh allows consumer to
inspect oranges as to size, color, and quality.

Dealers who handle large quantities of fruit claim that these all-

over open-mesh containers have carried fruit from the growers to

the consumers with less than the average loss sustained when boxes

are used.
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COLORS ADD ATTRACTION

Considerable thought was given to the matter of suitable colors

for consumer packages made from cotton fabrics. It was found
that bags made from gray goods often become soiled from handling,
and by the time they reach the consumer have lost much of their

attractiveness. This difficulty was overcome by dyeing the bag
fabric.

During the 1931-32 season the temporary freight rate allowed
on shipments of oranges in consumer-size spun-paper bags was ex-

tended to include small cotton bags. Approximately 1,250,000

open-mesh 10-pound cotton bags were used that year. Complete
statistics on the use of all-over open-mesh cotton bags for the present

Figure 8.—Car-lot shipment of oranges in small open-mesh cotton bags.

season (1932-33) are not available, but it has been reported that

approximately 10,000,000 open-mesh cotton bags have been used as

containers for oranges. Whereas the 10-pound bag was the size

generally used in 1931-32, bags carrying 8 pounds and 5 pounds have

very largely replaced the 10-pound bag.

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE FABRICS

Specifications for the duplex cotton fabric shown in figures

3, 4, 5, and 10 are as follows

:

Pattern

:

One inch of plain weave reeded two ends per dent.

Ten inches of leno weave reeded four ends per dent and skip four.

Thirteen inches of plain weave, reeded two ends per dent.

Spread in reed, 26.13 inches.

Width in gray, 24 inches.

Ends per inch

:

Plain, 32.

Leno (two ends working as one), 12.
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Picks per inch (4 picks per shed in leno), 15.
Weight (yards per pound), 9.73.

Warp count

:

Plain, 16s.

Leno, 8s.

Filling count, 10s.

Six extra ends on each side for selvage.

Application for patent covering the construction of the duplex
bag has been filed in the United States Patent Office. The rights of
the Government inventor have been assigned to the Secretary of
Agriculture in the interest of the public.

Figure 9.—Pecans, walnuts, and brazil
nuts are profitably marketed in small
open-mesh cotton bags.

Figure 10.—Walnuts packaged in duplex
cotton bag.

Specifications for the all-over open-mesh cotton fabric shown in

figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 are as follows:

Leno weave,
Spread in reed, 45 inches.

Width in gray, 40 inches.

Ends per inch, 12.

Picks per inch, 6.

Weight (yards per pound), 6.52.

Warp count. 8.

Filling count, 4.

Twelve extra ends on each side for selvage (plain).

In dyeing the cotton fabrics here described, the dye was added
to the size solution at the time of finishing. As this method of

application does not require additional processing, the cost was
held to a minimum.

DISTRIBUTION IS GENERAL

To determine the extent to which small cotton bags have been
used, and to learn the condition of products so packaged upon reach-

ing the market, representatives of the Division of Fruits and Vege-
tables of this Bureau interviewed wholesalers, jobbers, and retailers
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in important markets regarding their experience in handling prod-
ucts put up in these bags. Shippers in producing sections were also

interviewed.
They found that products in consumer-size cotton bags were re-

ceived in practically all northern markets in the East, in many
southern markets, and in some western markets. Some wholesalers

and retailers believe that the small cotton bag is rapidly becoming
the principal type of container for merchandising potatoes, onions,

and citrus fruit.

In summarized form, the wholesalers and retailers report that (1)
products sold in small cotton bags are usually packaged at shipping
points, although some potatoes, onions, and citrus fruits have been
packaged at destination, (2) many chain-store operators and inde-

pendent retailers, as well as producers and shippers, favor the use
of these small cotton bags for these three products, and (3) when
sound and well graded, these products carry in small cotton bags
satisfactorily under ordinary transportation conditions.
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NOTICE TO BORROWERS
Please return all books promptly after

finishing your use of them, in order that
they may be available for reference by
other persons who need to use them.

Please do not lend to others the books
and periodicals charged to you. Return
them to the Library to be charged to
the persons who wish them.

The mutilation, destruction, or theft

of Library property is punishable by law.

(20 Stat. 171, June 15, 1878.)




